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From before the time Raven stole the sun and shed light on the world below, the Gitxaa/la people have lived in their territories along the north coast of British Columbia. Gitxaa/la laws (Ayaawk) and history (Adaawk) describe in precise detail the relationships of trust, honor, and respect that are appropriate for the well-being and continuance of the people and, as importantly, define the rights of ownership over land, sea, and resources within the territory. However, since the arrival of the first K’mksiwah (European) in Gitxaa/la territory in the late 1700s, new forms of resource extraction and expropriation have appeared that ignored, demeaned, and displaced the importance of the Ayaawk and Adaawk in managing the Territory of the Gitxaa/la. The new industries — forestry, fishing, and mining — relied almost completely upon K’mksiwah science for the purposes of management and regulation.

One of the major failures of mainstream resource management has been a lack of attention to the long-term implications of resource extraction practices. This has led to spectacular cases of resource depletion and habitat loss (see, for example, Rogers 1995). The local-level ecological knowledge held by people like the Gitxaa/la, rooted in an intimate and long-term involvement in local ecosystems, can be a crucial tool and source of knowledge for long-term sustainability and immediate resource conservation. During the last two decades the value of traditional ecological knowledge (tek), such as the Ayaawk and Adaawk of the Gitxaa/la, has been increasingly recognized as important (Battiste and Youngblood Henderson 2000; Griffith 1999; Sillitoe 1998).
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The Executive's Role in Knowledge ManagementAmerican Productivity & Quality Center, 2004
This book can act as a guide for those who grasp the potential of their organizations' knowledge assets and want to develop strategies for leveraging them.

The absolute, most critical success factor in knowledge management (KM) success is senior-level support. With a bottom-line perspective, The Executive’s role in Knowledge...
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Developing Change LeadersRoutledge, 2009

	Implementing change is a major business challenge. Is your leadership up to the task?


	With change initiatives failing so frequently despite many books on the market addressing separately the topics of leadership and change management, Developing Change Leaders tackles in one concise volume the...
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Fluid Volume Monitoring with Glucose DilutionSpringer, 2007

	Academic medicine can be very satisfying. I am pleased when I see one of

	my residents takes excellent care of a seriously injured patient. I am pleased

	when a junior member of the faculty publishes a really good paper. I am

	pleased when the program attracts an especially good group of residents.

	Sources of satisfaction can be...
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Sams Teach Yourself Google Analytics in 10 MinutesSams Publishing, 2010

	Is your website performing as well as it should? Are you retaining visitors— or losing them too fast? Are you converting lookers to buyers—or are they bouncing from your site before they finish the checkout process? When you want to find out more about the people visiting your website, turn to Google Analytics. Google Analytics is...
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The Computer and the Brain (The Silliman Memorial Lectures Series)Yale University Press, 2012

	In this classic work, one of the greatest mathematicians of the twentieth century explores the analogies between computing machines and the living human brain. John von Neumann, whose many contributions to science, mathematics, and engineering include the basic organizational framework at the heart of today's computers, concludes that the...
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Developing .NET Enterprise ApplicationsApress, 2003
Developing .NET Enterprise Applications is a complete guide to  building a scalable enterprise application using .NET technologies. Other  available books deeply describe individual Framework components, such as  database, Windows Forms, or WebForms, but none tie all the technologies into a  single scalable application.

The...
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